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7.4 Fritsch Holzer Park - Proposed Dedicated Dog Park and
Shared Paths
Abstract
The purpose of this report is for Council to consider all feedback received following
the public consultation process on the Dedicated Dog Park (DDP) and shared path
proposal at Fritsch Holzer Park (FHP), and for Council to make a decision on
whether the proposals should proceed in this location or not.
Through previous discussions, councillors have expressed a desire to construct an
enclosed dog park within Boroondara. In response, officers undertook a site
suitability assessment in 2018 and identified FHP as the preferred location to pilot
Boroondara’s first DDP. Following identification of the preferred location, a concept
plan (refer Attachment 1) was prepared for the proposal.
The proposed shared paths are recommendations from the adopted Camberwell
Access Plan and Boroondara Bicycle Strategy (refer Section 2) and were being
planned for construction commencing this year. Given the proximity to the dog park,
feedback was sought on both the DDP and shared path projects through this
consultation process.
Consultation on the proposed dog park and shared paths commenced in January
2019 and concluded in February 2019.
For the purpose of this report, consultation feedback on the DDP and the shared
paths are discussed separately below.
Dedicated dog park
While the majority (55.2%) of respondents told us they don’t like the idea of a DDP in
FHP, there are elements of the proposal that are supported.
Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins (75.1%) and drink fountain with bottle refill
and dog bowl (67.4%) received the highest response rate for ‘very important’. New
shade trees (57.4%) and open irrigated grass (47%) were also deemed ‘very
important’ by survey respondents.
Conversely, nature play (49.9%) and seating within the dog park enclosure (35.4%)
received the highest response rate for ‘not important’. Shelter/meeting place
(35.4%) and open irrigated grassed areas within the enclosure (32.4%) were
deemed ‘not important.’ (Note: this last item rated highly in both the ‘important’ and
‘not important’ categories, indicating mixed community sentiment).
Of the top ten issues raised during the consultation process, demand for the facility
(Theme 1), FHP’s unique character (Theme 4), concern that the park will not remain
off-leash (Theme 5) and perceived conflicts between cyclists/dogs and pedestrians
(Theme 7) are considered the most relevant to whether or not the project proceeds
in this location.
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Not a good use of money (Theme 2), concerns about the engagement process
(Theme 3), preferences for spending on other infrastructure (Themes 6 and 8),
impact on people’s ability to exercise (Theme 9) and encouraging anti-social
behaviour for dogs (Theme 10) are either not supported, unsubstantiated, and/or
could be adequately addressed through the design process. These issues are
considered less relevant in determining whether or not the project proceeds at this
location.
While some community support for a DDP did arise through the Boroondara
Community Plan (BCP) consultation, the quantum of that support was comparatively
low (refer Section 2). On the specific issue of the provision of DDPs, only 21 out of a
total of almost 7,200 responses specifically said ‘more fenced dog off-lead areas are
important’. Furthermore, the BCP consultation did not specifically identify any
community demand for a DDP at FHP or any other specific location in Boroondara.
This position was reinforced in the recent consultation feedback which shows there
is not a demonstrated demand for a DDP at FHP. This is evidenced by the high
level of opposition (55.2%) to the proposal, the number of responses received (599
or 23% response rate) and also the high level of opposition (73.9%) expressed in the
independent submissions and online petition.
The high survey response rate (23%) also indicates that people are passionate
about the park and they care deeply about this issue.
Despite the well organised campaign against the project potentially skewing the
results, this feedback represents a high level of opposition to the proposed DDP at
FHP from a highly engaged community. Notwithstanding the negative campaign,
there is a relatively low level of support for the proposal (with only 19% of local park
users supporting the proposal).
Given the limited demand, strong community opposition to the proposal at this
location, degree of community sentiment and passion for the park and its unique,
undeveloped character, the perceived and potential safety issues associated with
dogs, people and cyclists, and the fact that people are generally happy with how the
park caters for dogs now, it is difficult to justify proceeding with this proposal in its
current form.
This lack of support is arguably heightened by the ‘optional’ nature of this proposal
(i.e. there is no particular identified problem at FHP this proposal will solve). People
can already walk their dogs safely off-leash in this location, and the consultation
outcomes demonstrate they are happy with existing arrangements. In fact, one of
the critical learnings from this pilot project is that FHP functions so well as a dog offleash park now, it does not seem to require more of the ‘value-add’ bespoke
infrastructure typically associated with good DDP design (i.e. enclosed fencing, dog
nature play areas, trees and vegetation, shelter and seating e.t.c). This important
insight will help inform the criteria for future assessments of other potential sites.
Given the above, it is proposed to abandon the proposal for a DDP at FHP.
Going forward, we propose to use information gathered during the consultation
process to implement a number of improvements the community has told us they
would like to see at FHP.
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Beyond that, it is proposed that learnings from this process be used to re-assess the
site suitability criteria to determine if any changes are required prior to considering
other potential sites.
Shared paths
The majority of respondents (70.3%) did not support the proposed shared paths
through FHP.
Of the top ten issues raised, safety issues related to dogs and bikes (Theme 1),
safety issues related to higher commuter traffic volume and speed (Theme 2),
impacts on the natural feeling of the park (Theme 3) and the community’s love of the
(existing) gravel paths being good for walking/running (Theme 4) as well as gravel
paths being important for their natural look (Theme 10) are considered the most
relevant to whether the project proceeds in this location or not.
Irrespective of the surface material, FHP is considered highly unlikely to be used by
commuters as the route through the park is less direct and more undulating than
other commuter options. Camberwell Road and Burwood Road provide the most
direct links to the CBD for cyclists which is why Burwood Road remains one of the
busiest on-road cycle corridors through Boroondara.
Pedestrian and cyclist surveys were undertaken in FHP at Bowler Street on
Tuesday, 2 April 2019 and Saturday, 6 April 2019 for a 12 hour period between 7am
and 7pm. The results of the surveys indicated that a total of three and six cyclists
used FHP as compared to 313 and 326 pedestrians on a Tuesday and Saturday
respectively. This indicates that cyclist use of FHP is very low and predominant use
is by pedestrians. Regardless of the surface material, it is officers’ view that FHP is,
and will continue to be, primarily used for local access only (ie recreational use and
not commuter use).
The existing gravel path in the park provides a connection from Bowler Street
through to Rose Street. However, there is a missing link (an existing informal ‘goat’
track) along the northern boundary of the park, near the Camberwell Road / Harold
Street intersection to link to Harold Street.
Given the strong community opposition, potential conflicts with pedestrians and
dogs, the alternate commuter cyclist paths along Camberwell and Burwood Roads,
and the low existing cyclist use of the park, officers propose to abandon the shared
paths in FHP.
However, consistent with the Camberwell Junction Access Plan, officers recommend
implementing the ‘missing link’ from the existing path network to Camberwell Road,
via an unsealed cement stabilised gravel path extension. This is considered
consistent with the consultation feedback, will maintain the natural look and feel of
the path network and meets the recommended Austroads standards for local access
path design.
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Officers' recommendation
That Council resolve to:
1. Having regard to feedback received from the community, abandon the proposal
to construct a DDP at FHP.
2. Having regard to feedback received from the community, abandon the proposal
to construct the shared path at FHP.
3. Use information gathered during the consultation process to implement a
number of improvements that the community has told us they would like to see
at FHP including:
a. Installation of an additional drinking fountain with dog bowl.
b. Replace the existing drinking tap adjacent to the bbq area with an
accessible drinking fountain with a bottle refill tap.
c. Investigate options for new tree and shrub planting noting the requirement
to maintain the existing clay capping.
d. Upgrade the central blue gravel circulation/maintenance access path with a
cement stabilised gravel path.
e. Implement the ‘missing link’ from the existing path network to Camberwell
Road, via an unsealed cement stablised gravel path extension.
4. Utilise learnings from this pilot to review and update the site suitability criteria,
and undertake a further assessment process to shortlist other potential sites for
Councils consideration in October 2019.
5. Include other potential sites raised by residents, councillors and local members
of parliament for further consideration including Summerhill Park, the former
Balwyn Leisure Centre site, Hayes Paddock and a potential location within the
Solway Ward.
6. Commence consultation to test community support for the shortlisted sites in
November 2019.
7. Refer the remaining funding for the DDP works (Account Number 72757) to the
September amended budget to be carried forward.
8. Note the consultation outcomes and thank all submitters for their feedback.
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Responsible director:

Carolyn Terry
Acting Director Environment and Infrastructure
___________________________________________________________________
1.

Purpose
The purpose of this report is for Council to consider all feedback received
following the public consultation process on the Dedicated Dog Park (DDP) and
shared path proposal at Fritsch Holzer Park (FHP), and for Council to make a
decision on whether the proposals should proceed in this location or not.

2.

Policy implications and relevance to community plan and council plan
Boroondara Community Plan (BCP)
The Boroondara Community Plan identified parks and green spaces as highly
important, and highlighted the increasing use of parks by dog walkers as both
an opportunity and an issue needing careful planning and management.
A total of 184 of the 7,183 responses related to dogs in open spaces. These
responses are broadly summarised below:









(More) dog off lead areas are important (75 people said this).
Dog walking is important (26 people said this).
Dog "friendly" spaces are important (23 people said this).
(More) fenced dog off lead areas are important (21 people said this).
More dog poo disposal facilities are important (20 people said this).
Irresponsible dog ownership is a problem in parks (14 people said this).
Fewer off lead areas/more dog free areas are important (7 people said
this).
More drinking bowls in parks are important (2 people said this).

Council Plan 2017-2021
Catering for dog owners and their pets in our parks, opens spaces and
reserves is consistent with following themes and strategies in the Council Plan
2017-2021:


Theme 1: Your Community, Services and Facilities
o Strategy 1.11 Ensure Council's assets are suitable for
community use through proactive asset inspections,
maintenance of asset data in the corporate asset system and
development of Asset Management Plans



Theme 2: Your Parks and Green Spaces
o Strategy 2.1 Sustainably design, manage and utilise parks and
green spaces to foster a connected and healthy community for
all ages and abilities.
o Strategy 2.4 Activate existing green spaces and build social
connection through the delivery of additional Council and
community services and programs in our parks and gardens.
o Strategy 2.5 Increase and improve public amenities and facilities
in open spaces to enhance functionality for a wider range of
uses
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Theme 5: Getting Around Boroondara
o Strategy 5.1 Improve road safety for pedestrians, drivers and
cyclists through infrastructure improvements, education and
traffic management initiatives.
o Strategy 5.2 Address road congestion through an integrated
approach that better manages traffic and promotes public
transport, walking and cycling initiatives.
o Strategy 5.4 Promote and increase active and environmentally
sustainable travel options, including cycling and walking and
access to public transport
o Strategy 5.7 Plan and advocate for better access and transport
strategies to assist people with limited mobility, including those
with disabilities and older adults, to travel in Boroondara to
increase their participation in community life.

Boroondara Open Space Strategy (BOSS)
The purpose of this strategy is to provide a strategic direction for the future
planning, provision, design and management of open space in Boroondara to
2026. This includes understanding and addressing existing community open
space needs and planning ahead to anticipate and meet the open space needs
of the forecast future population.
DDPs are consistent with the following BOSS principles:







Accessible - The open space network is accessible to the Boroondara
community including people of all ages, abilities, health, gender and
cultural background.
Adaptable - Open space and its facilities are flexible to adapt to
changing environmental, recreational and social needs and
expectations.
Diverse - The open space network provides a diversity of places for the
community to visit and habitats for native flora and fauna.
Recreational - Open space encourages the community to be outside,
play sport, exercise and/or keep fit to improve their health and wellbeing.
Shared - The open space network will continue to embrace a variety of
values and uses encouraging respect and consideration of all in sharing
the space.
Social - Open space provides opportunities for the Boroondara
community to meet, socialise and participate in a variety of activities so it
is accessible and safe for all

The BOSS predicts that the Hawthorn East area will have an increase in
population which will result in increased visitation of FHP and the adjacent
Swinburne Recreation Reserve. To cater for the changing needs of the
community, and the likely increased use, the BOSS recommends improving the
diversity of facilities, quality and the overall landscape character of the park.
Fritsch Holzer Park Master Plan 1998
The FHP Master Plan was prepared in 1998 and proposed the design,
development and implementation of staged works to complement the previous
work carried out by the former City of Hawthorn and the Rose Street
Development Committee. The majority of these recommendations have been
implemented and the master plan has now been retired due to its age.
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Boroondara Bicycle Strategy 2008
This strategy was adopted by Council in 2008 with an overarching goal to
increase the number of cyclists using Boroondara's bicycle network and
facilities. The strategy was developed from an existing conditions review,
consultations with stakeholders and the community and site surveys. Many of
the recommendations contained in the strategy have been implemented.
Under the strategy, gaps in infrastructure form a high infrastructure priority.
Cycling counts indicate that off-road cycling routes attract much higher
numbers of cyclists than on-road routes. Furthermore, off road routes tend to
attract novice cyclists, and may therefore encourage more people to ride.
Accordingly, off-road infrastructure has been prioritised under the strategy as
this provides the greatest potential to attract new cyclists.
The strategy includes the following recommendation for Fritsch Holzer Park:


Develop a new shared pathway through Fritsch Holzer Park
commencing at Bowler Street and connecting to both Rose Street and
Harold Street

Camberwell Junction Access Plan 2014 / Camberwell Junction Structure Plan
2008
The Camberwell Junction Access Plan (Access Plan) aims to promote healthy
and sustainable modes of travel to Camberwell Junction, including active and
public transport. Active transport comprises walking and cycling, and has
demonstrated health and environmental benefits. The Access Plan is based on
two central themes, 'health and wellbeing' and 'community travel behaviour'.
The Access Plan includes the following recommendation for Fritsch Holzer
Park:


Recommendation 4.3: Investigate infrastructure improvements to the
Principal Pedestrian Network as outlined in Appendix A (not provided).
Cookson Street, Fritsch Holzer Park and Camberwell Road Principal
Pedestrian Network are considered priority corridors for improvement.

The Camberwell Junction Structure Plan 2008 also recommends exploring
opportunities to improve the visibility and access of FHP from Riversdale Road.
3.

Background
Through previous discussions, councillors have expressed a strong desire to
construct an enclosed dog park within Boroondara. In response, officers
undertook a site suitability assessment in 2018 which initially looked at all offlead dog areas in the city and then narrowed down to a shorter list of 15 sites
for assessment, from which FHP was identified as the preferred location.
Councillors were briefed on this work at a number of Councillor Briefing &
Discussion meetings. Funding for a dog park was included in the 2018/19
Budget.
Following identification of the preferred location, a concept plan (refer
Attachment 1) was prepared for the proposal at FHP.
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Consultation on the proposed dog park commenced in January 2019 and
concluded in February 2019. Residents were invited to provide feedback, with
a survey developed seeking comments on elements of the design, free-form
comments on the proposal generally, and feedback on the shared paths
included on the concept plan. The shared paths are recommendations from the
adopted Camberwell Access Plan and Boroondara Bicycle Strategy (refer
Section 2) and were being planned for construction commencing later this year.
Given the proximity to the dog park, feedback was sought on both the DDP and
shared path projects through this consultation process.
Early in the consultation process, we received a significant amount of feedback
not in favour of the proposals. We also received a number of questions
seeking further detailed information regarding the proposals. Much of the
comments and concerns were being driven by a local Friends Group concerned
about use and development of FHP. The main themes of the feedback we
received during the initial consultation period from residents against the
proposals included:






Concern a fenced dog park is not necessary as the park already
functions as a dog off-leash area
Concern about introducing a fenced dog park into the reserve to the
exclusion of other users
Concern about a more formalised shared path running through the park
Concern in the future the designation of the park may change from ‘off’
to ‘on’ leash
Concern the proposals would diminish the existing natural character of
the park

Residents have also raised concerns about the consultation process, in
particular that a concept design has been prepared on which we are seeking
feedback, rather than the more general question being asked as to whether the
community wants to see a dog park in that location at all.
In response to the feedback we have undertaken the following:
 met with members of the Friends Group to hear their concerns and
respond to requests for additional information
 extended the consultation period by two weeks to provide maximum
opportunity for all views to be heard given the high level of interest in the
proposals
 updated the consultation information to clarify we are interested in the
community’s views on both the design elements along with any other
comments the community may wish to make, including the location of
the dog park
 updated the FAQs about the project on Council’s website and have
specifically noted that following feedback being received and considered,
officers will prepare a report for Council to consider and make a decision
on whether to proceed with the proposal or not.
Consultation closed on 27 February 2019.
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Finally, it should be noted that earlier this year the Victorian Government
announced a funding inititiative to deliver 16 new dog parks across
metropolitan Melbourne as part of their Suburban Parks Program. Each of the
16 new dog parks has been allocated to a specific local council area, including
one park within Boroondara.
Officers have sought further information regarding the program from the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) and have
been advised that DELWP will be contacting councils shortly to discuss the
identification of sites for off-leash dog parks that will maximise open space
benefits for local communities. Officers will continue to liaise with the DELWP
as more information becomes available.
4.

Outline of key issues/options
Introduction
There has undoubtedly been a well organised campaign by some community
members to mobilise community opposition to this project. As with any
consultation process, it is important to respond to community feedback in a way
that addresses concerns raised by local residents, and considers the needs
and aspirations of the broader Boroondara community.
While we welcome all feedback, it is important to note community consultation
is not a ‘popularity contest’, where the loudest voice wins the vote. For this
reason, officers have reviewed and assessed the relative merit of the key
issues raised during the consultation process, and made recommendations on
how best to proceed on this basis.
Introduction
Summary of consultation feedback
599 responses were received to the online survey. In addition, 82 independent
submissions were made to Council and a Change.org petition was set up by
residents who were opposed to the shared path proposal. The petition
received 180 signatures and 32 free text comments largely relating to the
proposed dog park.
A brief summary of the main points from the consultation is included below:





Most respondents were users of FHP (91%)
Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins (75.1%) and drink fountain with
bottle refill and dog bowl (67.4%) received the highest response rate for
‘very important’.
Nature play (49.9%) and seating within the dog park enclosure (35.4%)
received the highest response rate for ‘not important’.
Out of the people who submitted a comment regarding the proposed dog
park pilot 55.2% opposed it and 19.3% supported it. (26% of responses
were impartial, not clear or conditional).
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The main themes from the comments regarding the proposed dog park
pilot were:
1. The park functions fine as it is / no identified need /no identified issues
to warrant change / fence not needed (27%)
2. It is not a good use of money / too much money is being spent / it is a
waste of money (12.0%)
3. Issues/concerns with the engagement process (11.5%)
 Of the people who submitted a comment regarding the proposed shared
pathway through FHP 70.3% opposed it and 9.0% supported (21% of
responses were impartial, not clear or conditional).
 The main themes from the comments regarding proposed shared
pathway through FHP were:
1. Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix (28.0%)
2. Safety issues - paved paths will encourage speeding (11.7%)
3. It will ruin the natural feeling of the park (7.0%)
Please refer to Attachment 2 for a full summary of the consultation results and
themes.
For the purpose of this report, the DDP and the shared paths are discussed
separately below.
Dedicated dog park
Attachment 3 outlines the top ten themes raised by the community in relation
to the proposed DDP, and includes officers response to the issues raised.
Of the top ten issues raised, demand for the facility (Theme 1), FHPs unique
character (Theme 4), concern that the park will not remain off-leash (Theme 5)
and perceived conflicts between cyclists/dogs and pedestrians (Theme 7) are
considered the most relevant to whether the project proceeds in this location or
not.
Not a good use of money (Theme 2), concerns about the engagement process
(Theme 3), preferences for spending on other infrastructure (Themes 6 and 8),
impact on people’s ability to exercise (Theme 9) and encouraging anti-social
behaviour for dogs (Theme 10) are either not supported, unsubstantiated,
and/or can be adequately addressed through the design process. These
issues are considered less relevant in determining whether or not the project
proceeds at this location.
While not considered relevant to the ultimate decision whether the proposal
proceeds or not, the community’s ‘issues/concerns with the engagement
process’ (Theme 3) are important to address, and therefore have been included
in the below discussion.
Theme 1. The park functions fine as it is / no identified need /no identified
issues to warrant change/ fenced are not wanted (27% of respondents
support this theme).
Through our BCP consultation and other community feedback, Council
identified an interest in the development of DDPs in Boroondara where people
can exercise and train their dogs off-leash in a secure, fenced enclosure.
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While there are many dog off-leash areas within Boroondara where people can
walk and exercise their dogs, there are no DDPs with supporting infrastructure
specifically designed to cater for dog walkers and their pets.
During Council’s BCP consultation, the community told us they wanted:
 a secure space for dogs to be let off-leash and to play free from other
recreational uses, such as sport and cycling
 a facility that will allow dogs to run free and to be trained to recall
 a secure environment for children and dog owners
While these issues were raised during the BCP consultation, the quantum of
support for a DDP in Boroondara was comparatively low (refer Section 2
above). On the specific issue of the provision of DDPs, only 21 out of a total of
almost 7,200 responses said ‘more fenced dog off lead areas are important’.
Furthermore, the BCP consultation did not specifically identify any community
demand for a DDP at FHP or any other specific location in Boroondara.
The recent survey responses to this proposal indicate there is little support for a
DDP at FHP. This is evidenced by the high level of opposition (55.2%) to the
proposal versus the relatively low level of support (19.3%). It is important to
note that 91% of respondents to this question were users of the park. Of the
remaining 9% of survey respondents who do not use the park, 35% supported
the proposal, versus 13% who opposed it.
Nevertheless, the high survey response rate (599 respondents or 23%), the
number of written submissions received (82 separate submissions), and the
on-line petition with 180 signatures opposing the project, gives added weight to
the degree of community opposition to the proposal at this location.
Theme 2. Not a good use of money / too much money being spent / waste
of money (12% of respondents support this theme).
Council allocated $195,000 in the 2018-2019 budget for the implementation of
the DDP at FHP. Officers prepared the budget estimate based on discussions
with other municipal councils who delivered similar facilities across metropolitan
Melbourne. A draft ‘opinion of cost’ was prepared by the independent
consultants who prepared the concept plan for FHP, and are consistent with
the budget estimate. Ultimately, the decision for Council is to determine
whether the community benefit to be delivered by such a proposal justifies the
expense.
Theme 3. Issues/concerns with the engagement process (11.5% of
respondents support this theme).
The consultation strategy for this project was developed in consultation with
Council’s Communications Department and followed the guidelines outlined in
Council’s Community Engagement Policy 2015-2020.
Local residents and the broader community were given the opportunity to have
their say by completing a survey or providing a written response between 21
January to 27 February 2019.
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The consultation process involved:
 A letter delivered to approximately 2580 addresses within an
approximately 500m radius of FHP.
 Posters, including a copy of the concept plans, were displayed around
FHP to inform park users of the proposal and to describe how residents
can ‘have their say’.
 Posters were also placed in all Council public libraries to inform the
community of the proposal.
 Project information was uploaded onto Boroondara’s public website,
including a concept plan showing the proposed facility, Frequently Asked
Questions and an on-line survey.
 Officers were available to discuss the proposal and respond to requests
for information.
 Direct email invitations were sent to Veterinarians and Dog Obedience
businesses within the City of Boroondara informing them of the proposal.
The key concerns relating to the engagement process are discussed below.
1. Why was FHP selected as the pilot park to develop a DDP?
The City of Boroondara has approximately 600 hectares of parks, gardens and
reserves. Approximately half of all parks and reserves across the municipality
are designated dog off-leash areas, with the remainder requiring dogs to be
kept on-leash whilst in the reserve.
To find a suitable location for the pilot dog park, an audit of existing dog offleash reserves in Boroondara was undertaken to assess them against defined
criteria to determine the suitability of each site for a new fenced dog park. This
assessment was informed by current research, benchmarking with other dog
parks and industry experts.
Dog park design criteria are presented in three categories:




location and amenity
existing infrastructure
sensitive interfaces

45 designated ‘off-leash’ parks and reserves were analysed through a highlevel desktop assessment, based upon references to aerial photography,
Google maps and Cadastral survey data. As a result of the detailed
assessment, 15 sites were shortlisted for more detailed analysis. Following field
investigations, three sites were selected as the most potentially suitable sites
for the location of a new DDP. From these, FHP was identified as the preferred
site to pilot the development of a DDP.
2. Why has a concept design been prepared on which we are seeking
feedback, rather than the more general question being asked as to
whether the community wants to see a dog park in that location at all?
Officers took an ‘informing’ approach to the consultation process for the DDP
proposal. This meant we ‘informed’ the community of our intention to develop
the first DDP at FHP, and ‘consulted’ on the design elements of the concept
plan.
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This decision to ‘inform’ rather than ‘consult’ on the location was based on the:





comprehensive analysis undertaken to identify a suitable site
preparation of a specific concept plan for FHP
approved budget allocation for the delivery of the pilot project in
2018/2019
councillors’ interest and desire to deliver the first dog park this year

Preparing the concept plan was intended to confirm the site’s suitability to
accommodate the facility, and to provide as much information as we could to
enable people to provide informed comment on the proposal.
In response to community concerns about this approach during the consultation
period, we updated the consultation information to clarify we are interested in
the community’s views on both the design elements along with any other
comments the community may wish to make, including the location of the DDP.
We also extended the time for people to respond to the survey after updating
the consultation material.
Although there was no specific question about whether the proposal was
supported at the preferred location, the free-form question allowed people to
express whether they opposed or supported the DDP at FHP, and responses
were coded to capture people’s position. Analysis of the feedback received
shows that people did in fact use the free form questions to advise of their
opposition to the idea itself.
3. Why did we include the proposed shared paths in the dog park
consultation process?
The shared paths are recommendations from the Camberwell Access Plan and
Boroondara Bicycle Strategy and were being planned for construction
commencing later this year. Given the proximity to the dog park, feedback has
been sought on both elements through this consultation process.
While there was a specific question on the shared paths on the survey and a
specific paragraph on the web page, officers acknowledge that the name of the
proposal used in the consultation material should have included reference to
the shared path.
Despite this, the free text question allowed people to express whether they
opposed or supported the shared paths, and responses were coded to capture
people’s position. Again, people did use the free form question to
communicate their opposition to the shared paths.
4. Concern that the project is a ‘fait accompli’ and Council will just
proceed anyway, regardless of the feedback received.
The consultation process is a genuine effort by Council to seek feedback from
the community on the proposal. No decision has been made. The consultation
feedback was presented to Council at the Special Services Committee (SSC)
on 20 May 2019, where community membershad the opportunity to make a
submission to Council.
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Approximately 10 community members presented to the SSC for the most part
reiterating their written submissions. The majority (8) submitters were in favour
of the officers’ recommendation not to proceed with the DDP at this location.
There were two submitters in support of the shared path proposal, and one
submitter expressed a desire for a DDP at Summerhill Park.
Feedback received from the community and councillors has helped inform
officers’ final recommendation on whether to proceed with the proposed DDP
and shared paths at FHP or not.
Having heard all submssions, Council will ultimately make the decision as to
whether the proposed DDP and shared paths will proceed in this location or
not.
Theme 4. FHP is unique and this would destroy the uniqueness (10% of
respondents support this theme).
The high level of interest in this project indicates that people are passionate
about the park and they care about this issue.
Specific features that the community value about the park include:
 Natural (undeveloped) look and feel of the park
Care has been taken to respect the natural look and feel of the park with the
concept design by:
o
o
o
o
o

locating the facility within an open area surrounded by informal
vegetated mounds
locating the majority of the fencing within existing vegetated mounds
designing the shelter to reflect the original design of the existing
shelters
using natural materials where possible
planting more trees and shrubs

Nevertheless, the introduction of a DDP to FHP is likely to impact the look and
feel of the park by:
ointroducing new service offerings in the form of the DDP (and shared paths)
and attracting more visitors to the park
ointroducing more built elements (shelter, concrete paths, bins, seating and
fencing)
 The look, feel, sound and unique quality of the gravel paths
Current proposal for concrete paths is inconsistent with this.
 The absence of commuter cyclists and the perceived safety benefits
While we do not have many documented instances of injuries related to
pedestrian/cyclist/dog conflicts, officers acknowledge there may be be some
impact on user safety resulting from more people using the park more often.
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 The off-leash designation of the entire park
While there are no plans to change the designation of the FHP from its current
off-leash status to on-leash at this time, officers cannot guarantee a future
Council won’t consider amendments to the status of the reserve in future years.
 The way it is working now (ie it functions well, so don’t change it)
Provision of a DDP is a new service offering for FHP and is likely to generate
more community use of the park by residents beyond the local catchment. This
would constitute some change in use and function.


The current mix of unstructured recreational uses, particularly
walking, meeting and socialising opportunities for both people and
dogs.

There are no plans to change the current mix of unstructured activities.
Theme 5. Concern that the park will not remain off-leash / see it as
inevitable that it will become on-leash (9.2% of respondents support this
theme).
While there are no plans to change the designation of the FHP from its current
off-leash status to on-leash at this time, officers cannot guarantee a future
Council won’t consider amendments to the status of the reserve in future years.
Theme 7. Reference is made to the paved path proposal - cycling not
compatible with dog walkers (7.3% of respondents support this theme).
Council has a total of 35km of formal shared paths across an array of major
trails, including the Gardiners Creek, Anniversary, Outer Circle, Main Yarra and
Koonung trails. A number of sections of these trails pass through dog off-leash
parks. Education and appropriate signage play an important role in order to
minimise any user conflicts on shared paths.
Everyone who uses a shared space is responsible for the safety of those
around them. Dog owners in a designated off-leash reserve need to have their
dog under effective control, bike riders need to travel at a speed and in a
manner that enables them to give way to people and/or animals, and
pedestrians need to be mindful of activities around them.
While we do not have many documented instances of injuries related to
pedestrian/cyclist/dog conflicts, officers acknowledge there may be be some
impact on user safety resulting from more people using the park more often.
DDP conclusion
While the majority of respondents told us they don’t like the idea of a DDP in
FHP, there are elements of the proposal that are supported.
Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins (75.1%) and drink fountain with bottle
refill and dog bowl (67.4%) received the highest response rate for ‘very
important’. New shade trees (57.4%) and open irrigated grass (47%) were also
deemed ‘very important’ by survey respondents.
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Conversely, nature play (49.9%) and seating within the dog park enclosure
(35.4%) received the highest response rate for ‘not important’. Shelter/meeting
place (35.4%) and open irrigated grassed areas within the enclosure (32.4%)
were deemed ‘not important.’ (Note: this last item rated highly in both the
‘important’ and ‘not important’ categories, indicating mixed community
sentiment).
As noted earlier, of the top ten issues raised during the consultation process,
demand for the facility (Theme 1), FHP’s unique character (Theme 4), concern
that the park will not remain off-leash (Theme 5) and perceived conflicts
between cyclists/dogs and pedestrians (Theme 7) are considered the most
relevant to whether the project proceeds in this location or not.
While some community support for a DDP did come through BCP consultation,
the quantum of that support was comparatively low (refer Section 2). On the
specific issue of the provision of DDPs, only 21out of a total of almost 7,200
responses said ‘more fenced dog off-lead areas are important’. Furthermore,
the BCP consultation did not specifically identify any community demand for a
DDP at FHP or any other specific location in Boroondara.
This position was reinforced in the recent consultation feedback which shows
there is not a demonstrated demand for a DDP at FHP. This is evidenced by
the high level of opposition (55.2%) to the proposal, the number of responses
received (599 or 23% response rate) and the high level of opposition (73.9%)
expressed in the independent submissions and online petition.
The high survey response rate (23%) also indicates that people are passionate
about the park and they care deeply about this issue. A number of factors are
likely to contribute to the high level of community sentiment/attachment to the
park including:
 The historic use of the site as a brickworks and later a landfill site.
 Community involvement in Council’s development and delivery of the FHP
Concept Master Plan which has contibuted to the rehabilitation of the site
from landfill to natural oasis.
 Ongoing community membership and involvement in a variety of ‘Friends’
groups.
 Linkages to local groups (i.e. aged care exercise programs, dog walkers,
bird watchers etc).
 Its unique attributes (i.e. natural, low key, undeveloped character)
represent a rare offering so close to an Activity Centre.
 Presence of second and third generation local families in the area.
 Strong existing dog loving community, many of whom have owned
multiple dogs and used the park for many years.
Despite the well organised campaign against the project potentially skewing the
results, this consultation feedback represents a high level of opposition to the
proposed DDP at FHP from a highly engaged community. Notwithstanding the
negative campaign, there is a relatively low level of support for the proposal
(only 19% of local park users support the proposal).
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Given the lack of demand and strong community opposition to the proposal at
this location, the degree of community sentiment and passion for the park and
its unique, undeveloped character, the perceived and potential safety issues
associated with dogs, people and cyclists, and the fact that people are happy
with how the park caters for dogs now, it is difficult to justify proceeding with
this proposal in its current form.
This lack of support is arguably heightened by the ‘optional’ nature of this
proposal (i.e. there is no particular identified problem at FHP this proposal will
solve). People can already walk their dogs safely off-leash in this location, and
the consultation outcomes demonstrate they are happy with existing
arrangements. In fact, one of the critical learnings from this pilot project is that
FHP functions so well as a dog off-leash park now, it does not seem to require
more of the ‘value-add’ bespoke infrastructure typically associated with good
DDP design (i.e. enclosed fencing, dog nature play areas, trees and vegetation,
shelter and seating e.t.c.). This important insight will help inform the criteria for
future assessments of other potential sites.
Given the above, it is proposed to abandon the proposal for a DDP at FHP.
Going forward, we propose to use information gathered during the consultation
process to implement a number of improvements that the community has told
us they would like to see at FHP. These include:





Installation of an additional drinking fountain with dog bowl.
Replace the existing drinking tap adjacent to the bbq area with an
accessible drinking fountain with a bottle refill tap.
Investigate options for new tree and shrub planting noting the
requirement to maintain the existing clay capping.
Upgrade the central blue gravel circulation/maintenance access path
with a stabilised gravel surface similar to the other paths, in keeping with
the natural look of the park.

It should be noted:



While there was community support for additional rubbish bins, this
request is not supported by officers as the park is well served for bins
now.
The community support for dog bag dispensers is not supported by
officers due to the ongoing maintenance costs to replenish them. There
are no plans to change this position in existing dog off-leash reserves.
Dog bag dispensers are supported at (future) DDPs.

Beyond that, it is proposed that learnings from this process be used to reassess the site suitability criteria to determine if any changes are required prior
to considering other potential sites for DDPs.
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Shared Paths
Attachment 4 outlines the top ten themes raised by the community in relation
to the proposed shared paths, and includes officers’ response to the issues
raised.
Of the top ten issues raised, safety issues related to dogs and bikes (Theme 1),
safety issues related to higher commuter traffic volume and speed (Theme 2),
impacts on the natural feeling of the park (Theme 3) and the community’s love
of the (existing) gravel paths being good for walking/running (Theme 4) as well
as gravel paths being important for their natural look (Theme 10) are
considered the most relevant to whether the project proceeds in this location or
not. These are discussed below.
Theme 1: Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix. (28% of respondents
support this theme).
Commentary on this issue is already provided in Theme 7 under the DDP
heading.
Theme 2: Safety issues - paved paths will encourage speeding (11.7% of
respondents support this theme).
As noted in the shared path Theme 7 discussion (below), commuter use of the
proposed shared paths in FHP (which is typically associated with faster cycling
speeds), is expected to be low due to the existing wide kerbside lanes for
cyclists on Camberwell and Burwood roads.
Technically speaking, gravel paths offer more friction or rolling resistance to
bicycle tyres due to their rough surface when compared with a relatively
smooth asphalt or concrete surface. It is acknowledged that sealed paths may
encourage cyclists to travel relatively faster given the smoother surface.
However, there are a number of other factors which affect cyclist speeds,
including path alignment, gradient and number of users etc. Should the
proposal proceed, the paths will be designed to meet best practice design
standards for shared paths, including consideration of cyclist speeds, path
alignment, other users, blind spots and potential conflicts.
Theme 3: It will ruin the natural feeling of the park (7.0% of respondents
support this theme).
Commentary on this issue is already provided in Theme 4 under the DDP
heading.
Theme 4: Love the gravel / Gravel more aesthetic (feel, sound, look etc.)
(5.7% of respondents support this theme).
The need for improved pedestrian access in FHP to Burke Road and
Riversdale Road in the Junction Precinct is included in the Camberwell
Junction Access Plan (2014).
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Many people with disabilities undertake much of their travel either on foot, in
wheelchairs or on personal mobility devices (e.g. scooters) and so the
development of a network of adequate pedestrian paths is important for their
mobility.
The provision of pedestrian paths that meet recommended dimensions, surface
requirements, and which are free of obstructions is important to ensure that
they do not represent a hazard for people, particularly those with mobility
concerns.
Council has in the order of 75km of unsealed or gravel paths through reserves
in the municipality which serve as local access paths. Unsealed gravel paths
are consistent with the Austroads standards for path design along recreational
routes. The standards also recognise the importance of maintaining the paths
and providing adequate crossfall to ensure good drainage.
Given the community’s desire to retain the gravel paths, officers recommend
that any new path in FHP be constructed from cement stabilised gravel with a
maximum 2.5% crossfall and include a regular maintenance regime to ensure
compliance with the Austroads standards. This will meet the community’s
desire to retain the gravel paths, whilst still providing a suitable surface for
those with mobility concerns.This will also help reduce damage to the new
paths should they become inundated with water during adverse weather
conditions.
Theme 7: Does not contribute to any greater bike network (piecemeal)
(3.7% of respondents support this theme).
The shared paths are in line with recommendations in Council’s Bicycle
Strategy to connect Harold Street to Bowler Street, as well as providing a link to
Rose Street. With the use of the road network, the proposed shared path in
FHP would form part of an east-west route between Morang Reserve near
Power Street and Prospect Hill Road near Middlesex Road within the
municipality.
Pedestrian and cyclist surveys were undertaken in FHP at Bowler Street on
Tuesday, 2 April 2019 and Saturday, 6 April 2019 for a 12 hour period between
7am and 7pm. The results of the surveys indicated that a total of three and six
cyclists used FHP as compared to 313 and 326 pedestrians on a Tuesday and
Saturday respectively. This indicates cyclist use of FHP is very low and
predominant use is by pedestrians. Regardless of the surface material, it is
officer’s view that FHP is and will continue to be primarily used for local access
only (i.e. recreational use and not commuter use).
The close proximity of Camberwell Road and Burwood Road to the park, which
have been treated with wide kerbside lanes for cyclists and provide direct
access to the CBD, reinforces the view that commuter use of the proposed
shared paths in FHP is expected to be low.
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Theme 10: Love the gravel - important to the natural feel of the park (3.2%
of respondents support this theme).
Commentary on this issue is already provided in Theme 4 under the DDP
heading.
Shared path conclusion
The majority of respondents at 70.3% did not support the proposed shared
paths through FHP.
Of the top ten issues raised, safety issues related to dogs and bikes (Theme 1),
safety issues related to higher commuter traffic volume and speed (Theme 2),
impacts on the natural feeling of the park (Theme 3) and the community’s love
of the (existing) gravel paths being good for walking/running (Theme 4) as well
as gravel paths being important for their natural look (Theme 10) are
considered the most relevant to whether the project proceeds in this location or
not.
Irrespective of the surface material, FHP is highly unlikely to be used by
commuters as the route through the park is less direct and more undulating.
Camberwell Road and Burwood Road provide the most direct links to the CBD
for cyclists which is why Burwood Road remains one of the busiest on-road
cycle corridors through Boroondara.
Pedestrian and cyclist surveys undertaken in FHP indicate that cyclist use of
FHP is very low and predominant use is by pedestrians. Regardless of the
surface material, it is officer’s view that FHP is and will continue to be primarily
used for local access only (i.e. recreational use and not commuter use).
The existing gravel path in the park provides a connection from Bowler Street
through to Rose Street. However, there is a missing link (an existing informal
‘goat’ track) along the northern boundary of the park, near the Camberwell
Road / Harold Street intersection to link to Harold Street.
Given the strong community opposition, potential conflicts with pedestrians and
dogs, the alternate commuter cyclist path options along Camberwell and
Burwood Roads, and the low existing cyclist use of the park, officers propose to
abandon the shared paths in FHP.
However, consistent with the Camberwell Junction Access Plan, officers
recommend implementing the ‘missing link’ from the existing path network to
Camberwell Road, via an unsealed cement stablised gravel path extension with
a maximum 2.5% crossfall. This is considered consistent with the consultation
feedback, will maintain the natural look and feel of the path network and meets
the recommended Austroads standards for local access path design
Officers will also monitor the condition of the existing paths in the reserve to
make sure they are maintained to a good standard for gravel surfaces. If
required, the existing paths will be regraded to ensure adequate crossfall is
achieved for good drainage.
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Consultation/communication
Refer to Section 4, Theme 3 under the DDP heading for a detailed description
of the consultation process.
The following tables summarise the top ten themes with verbatim comments
regarding the DDP, shared paths and on-line petition.
Item Themes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

The park functions fine as it is / no identified need
/no identified issues to warrant change/ fenced
area not wanted
Not a good use of money / too much money being
spent / waste of money
Issues/concerns with the engagement process
FHP is unique and this would destroy the
uniqueness
Concern that the park will not remain off-leash / see
it as inevitable that it will become on-leash
Invest instead in waste bag dispensers and/or bin
Reference is made to the paved path proposal cycling not compatible with dog walkers
Invest instead in drinking fountains and dog bowls
The current open design encourages people to
exercise (i.e. dog-owners currently walk laps
around the whole park whereas the new fenced
area will encourage more sedentary behaviour of
dog-owners with people be more likely to sit and
watch their dog).
Will encourage anti-social behaviour of dogs (ie
unable to communicate naturally, unable to
escape)

Number % of
total
162
27.0%
72

12.0%

69
60

11.5%
10.0%

55

9.2%

54
44

9.0%
7.3%

34
33

5.7%
5.5%

32

5.3%

Table 1: Top ten themes with verbatim comments regarding the DDP
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Item Themes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix
Safety issues - paved paths will encourage
speeding
It will ruin the natural feeling of the park
Love the gravel / Gravel more aesthetic (feel,
sound, look etc.)
Issues with the Engagement process
Agree to certain sections of path being paved (i.e.
only southern boundary)
Does not contribute to any greater bike network
(piecemeal)
Bike commuting paths better located on adjacent
roads
Increase traffic
Love the gravel - important to the natural feel of the
park

Number % of
total
168
28.0%
70
11.7%
42
34

7%
5.7%

31
24

5.2%
4.0%

22

3.7%
19

3.2%

19
19

3.2%
3.2%

Table 2: Top ten themes with verbatim comments regarding the shared paths

Item Themes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

FHP works fine as it is / no identified need /no
identified issues to warrant change / fenced area
not wanted
Issues with the engagement process
FHP is unique - this would destroy the uniqueness
Invest instead in sports facilities in park (i.e.
reinstall basketball court, exercise equipment, fix
soccer pitch etc.)
Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix
Currently the park encourages human exercise as
well (i.e. walking laps around the path)
Agree to certain sections of path being paved (i.e.
only southern boundary)
Will encourage anti-social behaviour of dogs (i.e.
unable to communicate naturally, unable to escape
Concern that the park remains off-leash / see it as
inevitable that it will become on-leash
The proposed path will encourage/attract
irresponsible dog-owners (drop and leave, not
watching dog etc.)

Number % of
total
53
44.5%
45
18
15

37.9%
15.1%
12.6%

14
13

11.8%
10.9%

12

10.1%

12

10.1%

10

8.4%

10

8.4%

Table 3: Top ten themes with verbatim comments regarding the Change.org petition

For a detailed summary of the feedback findings from the consultation process
please refer to Attachment 2.
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Internal consultation has been undertaken with the following Council
departments:




6.

Parks and Infrastructure
Traffic and Transport
Local Laws
Environment and Sustainable Living

Financial and resource implications
The 2018/2019 budget includes an allocation of $185,000 and $220,000 for the
development of the DDP and shared paths respectively.
While officers do not recommend proceeding with these works, a number of
improvements are recommended to proceed that the community has told us
they would like to see at FHP. Costs in the order of $50,000 are estimated to
implement the works related to the DDP, and costs in the order of $40,000 are
estimated to implement the works related to the local access path extension.
All remaining funding for the DDP works (Account Number 72757) will be
carried forward to implement these actions and fund the additional work
required to identify an alternative suitable location to deliver a DDP in
Boroondara. The path extension works will be funded within existing budget
allocations in 2019/2020.
Pending the outcome of the site assessment process, any additional funding
required to implement the DDP will be referred to Council for consideration as
per usual budget processes.

7.

Governance issues
Officers involved in the preparation of this report have no conflict of interest.
The list of prescribed human rights contained in the Victorian Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities has been reviewed in accordance with Council’s
Human Rights Compatibility Assessment Tool and it is considered that the
proposed actions contained in this report represent no breaches of, or
infringements upon, those prescribed rights.

8.

Social and environmental issues
Consideration of ‘location and amenity’, ‘infrastructure’ and ‘sensitive interface’
criteria in the site suitability assessment process were intended to ensure key
social and environmental issues are properly considered prior to any decision
being made to develop a DDP in an existing park or reserve.

9.

Evaluation and review
Given the high profile nature of both the DDP and shared path proposal,a
robust monitoring and review process is proposed if the projects proceed. This
approach will provide the best path for success by enabling issues to be
identified and rectified quickly and efficiently, reduce Council’s exposure to
safety concerns and help minimise any negative impacts of these projects on
our community. This approach will help inform decisions about the pilot site, as
well as any future roll-out of DDPs/shared paths at other locations.
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10. Conclusion
While the site suitability assessment process has identified that FHP is
physically well suited to accommodate a DDP, the fact that people can already
walk their dogs safely off-leash, coupled with the lack of community demand for
such a facility at this location has led to significant opposition.
Unless there is clear demonstrated demand for this type of facility elsewhere,
there is a risk other potential sites will elicit a similar community response.
Going forward, it is proposed that learnings from this pilot be used to re-assess
the site suitability criteria to determine if any changes are required, prior to
revisiting other short listed sites. Further work is also recommended to test and
quantify community demand at any potential locations. Officers will prepare a
future report for councillors to address these issues as required.
Manager:

Adam Hall, Environment & Sustainable Living

Report officer:

Nathan Milesi, Coordinator Landscape and Design
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Dog parks have been growing in popularity
over recent years as more and more
successful examples are realised around
the world. As the urban environment grows
denser, dog parks provide a much needed
space for dogs, and their owners, to socialise
and exercise in a safe and controlled
environment. They offer new activities,
opportunities and experiences for people to
enjoy the urban spaces with their dogs.
• Open grassed area for active play
• Treed mounds for explorative play
• Dog Nature play - balancing logs and
rocks and a dog sand pit offer a new
experience
• Shelter/meeting place including seating
and a picnic table
• Irrigation to protect grass surface
• 1.5m high fully enclosed fence with
multiple entries
• Shade trees
• Accessible drink fountain with bottle refill
and dog bowl
• Dog bag dispenser, signage and bins
• Additional path connections

Key features of the design

• Extensive existing natural vegetation
buffers
• Existing circulation pathways
• Relatively flat topography with perimeter
mounding
• Proximity from busy roads

WAY
ED PATH

TE SHAR

CONCRE

Industry research and case studies have
produced a collection of ‘best practice’
design guidelines to address both the
behaviour of dogs and their owners, so that
the optimal experience can be provided for
both users, while ensuring minimal conflict
with other dogs, the local community and the
surrounding environment. These include:
• Encouraging socialisation and exercise
• Encouraging interaction between dogs and
owners
• Reducing conflict and behaviours of
aggression
Fritsch Holzer Park
• Promoting responsible behaviour of the
owner at the dog park
Fritsch Holzer Park is an existing off leash
reserve (off-leash status to remain. The park • Ensuring minimal conflict with other park
users
is segmented into a mix of expanses of grass
areas, a sports ground and wetland area and
Existing benefits of this site
is surrounded by a network of meandering
gravel pathways. The proposed site for a dog
• High use site by dog owners
park sits within the middle of the park and
• Existing amenities including seating and
is encircled on three sides by low mounds
shelters and toilets nearby
planted out with trees and shrubs.
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Existing dog off leash
area to remain
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Key considerations of ‘best practice’
design guidelines
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For consultation, final scheme is subject to feedback, further
detailed design, Authority and land owner approval and budget.
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Dog Park pilot site
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1.5m high post & wire fencing
to perimeter of dog park.
Secondary entry points (latched gates - one to
be double-gated).
Grassed areas within Dog Park enclosures are to be
irrigated in consideration of anticipated ‘wear and
tear’.The facility may require periodic closure for
maintenance and grass recovery.

Dog ‘nature play’ area, comprising enhanced
natural landscape features including dogs’
sandpits, mounds, balancing logs and boulders.

Replace existing gravel path and build new
concrete shared pathway (3m, Bowler St
through to Rose St, delivery in future years).

Replace existing gravel path with concrete
shared pathway (3m, Bowler St through to
Camberwell Rd / Harold St intersection).

Primary entry to dog enclosure, with provision for
amenities such as bag dispenser, rubbish bins, drinking
fountain and information signage. Primary entry will
also act as access for mowers and maintenance.

Central gathering space, comprising feature
paved area, seating and connections to
existing paths.

Some of the current vegetation now
included in the dog park will be replanted
to supplement existing planting.

Proposed view lines

Proposed Dog Park fencing

Proposed shelter with picnic table & seats

Proposed drinking fountain(with dog bowl)

Proposed bins & bag dispenser

Proposed concrete pathway

Proposed trees to the dog nature
play area
Proposed feature paving

Proposed irrigated grass

Existing contours (0.5m interval)

Existing gravel pathways

Existing areas of vegetation

LEGEND

Schematic Concept Plan

FRITSCH HOLZER DOG PARK, HAWTHORN EAST
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For consultation, final scheme is subject to feedback, further
detailed design, Authority and land owner approval and budget.
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Replace existing gravel path and build new
concrete shared pathway (3m, Bowler St
through to Rose St, delivery in future years).

1.5m high post & wire fencing
to perimeter of dog park.

Dog ‘nature play’ area, comprising enhanced natural
landscape features including dogs’ sand pits, mounds,
balancing logs and boulders.

Grassed areas within Dog Park enclosures are to be
irrigated in consideration of anticipated ‘wear and
tear’. The facility may require periodic closure for
maintenance and grass recovery.

Replace existing gravel path with concrete
shared pathway (3m, Bowler St through to
Camberwell Rd / Harold St intersection).

Existing raised mound and screen
planting.
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detailed design, Authority and land owner approval and budget.
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Double-gated entrance

GATE & FENCE

Council standard bin surround

AMENITIES

Coloured concrete

Timber post & wire fencing

Bag dispenser

Nature play with sand pits, logs and boulders

NATURE PLAY

Council standard seat

Council standard drinking fountain (with
dog bowl)

Shelter (design to be similar in style to existing
reflecting or interpreting post or other elements)

SHELTER

Council standard drinking fountain
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Attachment 2
Fritsch Holzer Park - Proposed Dedicated Dog Park and Share
Paths - Feedback Result Summary
Table of contents
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1. Background
In February 2019 the Boroondara community was invited to participate in a survey about a
proposed dog park pilot at Fritsch Holzer Park in Hawthorn East. The survey also included a
question about a proposed shared pathway within Fritsch Holzer Park. The online survey
was accessible through Councils website and was open for over 4 weeks.
The survey contained a combination of closed questions (using a three-point Likert scale),
open-ended questions (free-text), and also asked respondents a number of questions about
themselves including if they used the park, did they have dogs, and what was their suburb of
residence.
In total, 599 responses were received to the online survey. In addition, 82 independent
submissions were made to Council and a Change.org petition was set up by residents who
were opposed to aspects of the project. The petition received 180 signatures with 32 people
who signed also leaving a comment on the Change.org petition site.
This document presents the main findings from these three sets of community feedback.
2. Main points:
•

Most respondents were users of Fritsch Holzer Park (91%)

•

Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins (75.1%) and drink fountain with bottle refill
and dog bowl (67.4%) received the highest response rate for ‘very important’.

•

Nature play (49.9%) and seating within the dog park enclosure (35.4%) received the
highest response rate for ‘not important’.

•

Out of the people who submitted a free text comment regarding the proposed dog
park pilot 55.2% opposed it and 19.3% supported it.

•

The main themes from the comments regarding the proposed dog park pilot were:
1. The park functions fine as it is / no identified need /no identified issues to
warrant change (27%)
2. It is not a good use of money / too much money is being spent / it is a waste
of money (12.0%)
3. Issues/concerns with the engagement process (11.5%)

•

Out of the people who submitted a free text comment regarding the proposed shared
pathway through Fritsch Holzer 70.3% opposed it and 9.0% supported it.

•

The main themes from the comments regarding proposed shared pathway through
Fritsch Holzer were:
1. Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix (28.0%)
2. Safety issues - paved paths will encourage speeding (11.7%)
3. It will ruin the natural feeling of the park (7.0%)
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3. Suburb of residence
The majority of respondents (93.2%, or 558 respondents) lived within Boroondara with 22
respondents living outside the municipality (3.7%). Almost six in 10 respondents lived in
Hawthorn East (58.9%, or 353 respondents) with a further 16.4% living in Hawthorn (with
these two suburbs accounting for three quarters - 75.3% - of all respondents).
Outside area,
3.7%

Not stated,
3.2%

Boroondara,
93.2%

Figure 1: Location of respondent residence, (n = 599 responses)

Table 1: Boroondara suburb of residence

Suburb
Ashburton
Balwyn
Balwyn North
Camberwell
Canterbury
Deepdene
Glen Iris
Hawthorn
Hawthorn East
Kew
Kew East
Surrey Hills
Total Boroondara
Outside area
Not stated
Grand Total

Number of
respondents
2
9
3
40
12
2
21
98
353
9
2
7
558
22
19
599
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Percent of total
respondents
0.3%
1.5%
0.5%
6.7%
2.0%
0.3%
3.5%
16.4%
58.9%
1.5%
0.3%
1.2%
93.2%
3.7%
3.2%
100.0%
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4. Are you a user of Fritsch Holzer Park, Hawthorn East?
Nine in ten respondents indicated that they were users of Fritsch Holzer Park (91.0%).
Figure 2 shows the level of support for the dog park broken down by people that use the
park and those that do not use the park. Over a third of respondents that do not use the
park support the proposal and only 13.0% oppose the dog park.
Table 2: User of Fritsch Holzer Park

User of Fritsch
Holzer park

Number of
respondents

Percent of total
respondents

No
Yes

54
545

9.0%
91.0%

Total

599

100%

Use the park

Oppose

Support

Impartial

Not clear

10.1%

20.4%

14.3%

2.0%

22.2%
Conditional

1.9%

5.5%

7.4%

15.4%

13.0%

35.2%

52.7%

Not a park user

No response

Figure 2: Level of support for the dog park - users of the park and non-users of the park

5. How many dogs do you have?
The majority of respondents had one dog (56.4%), and a quarter indicated that they did not
own a dog (24.0%).

Figure 3 shows the level of support for the dog park broken down by dog owners and nondog owners. The level of opposition to the proposal was similar in both groups (49.3%
compared to 49.0%), however there was slightly more support for the proposal from people
that did have a dog (18.2% compared to 13.9%).
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Table 3: Number of dogs per respondent

How many dogs do
you have?
None
1 dog
2 dogs
3+ dogs
Total

Number of
respondents
144
338
113
4
599

Dog owner

Oppose

Support

Conditional

Impartial

Not clear

9.7%

15.3%

15.2%

14.6%
1.5%

3.5%

6.4%

3.5%

18.2%

13.9%

49.0%

49.3%

Not a dog owner

Percent of total
respondents
24.0%
56.4%
18.9%
0.7%
100%

No response

Figure 3: Level of support for the dog park among dog owners and non-dog owners

6. What size dog do you have?
Dog sizes among respondents were evenly spread between being small, medium or large in
size with only four percentage points separating the proportion of dogs in the medium
(33.2%) and large (29.2%) categories.

Table 4: Size of dog(s)

Size of dog
No response / NA
Small (up to 10kg)
Medium (11-20kg)
Large (21kg +)
Mix of sizes
Total

Number of
respondents
147
145
150
132
25
599

Percent of total
respondents
24.5%
24.2%
25.0%
22.0%
4.2%
100%
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Percent of dog
owners
32.1%
33.2%
29.2%
5.5%
100%
(452 respondents)
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7. How important to you are the following features in the proposed dog park?
Respondents were asked to rate how important they considered a number of features within
the proposed dog park1. ‘Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins’ had the highest rate of
support with three quarters of all respondents stating these were very important (75.1%),
followed by ‘drink fountain with bottle refill and dog bowl’ (67.4%) and ‘new shade trees’
(57.4%) (see Figure 4). Appendix 1 includes all results for this question.
Very Important

New shade trees

57.4%

Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins

75.1%

Seating within the dog park enclosure

28.0%

Open irrigated grassed areas for active play
within the dog park

47.2%

Drink fountain with bottle refill and dog bowl

67.4%

Shelter/meeting place including seating and
picnic table
Nature Play

29.4%
20.5%

Not Important

New shade trees
Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins

15.4%
11.7%

Seating within the dog park enclosure

38.6%

Open irrigated grassed areas for active play
within the dog park
Drink fountain with bottle refill and dog bowl

32.4%
16.0%

Shelter/meeting place including seating and
picnic table
Nature Play

35.4%
49.9%

Figure 4 and 5: Features in the proposed dog park that received a rating of very important and a rating of
not important (% of total respondents)

1

Due to the high proportion of respondents that indicated they did not support the dog park these results should

be interpreted with caution.
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8. Do you have any other comments regarding the proposed dog park pilot in
Fritsch Holzer Park?
a) Position of support for the dog park pilot
Respondents were asked if they had any other comments to the proposed dog park pilot and
533 verbatim comments were submitted.

The open-ended/free text structure of this question allowed people to express whether they
opposed or supported the dog park pilot in Fritsch Holzer Park and a filter was applied to the
responses to capture people’s positions.

A clear position of support or of opposition was apparent in 397 of the responses, or 74.5%
of all respondents (294 very clear that they opposed the park and 103 very clear that they
supported the park). Further responses were coded as ‘conditional’ in support (for example,
they supported the idea as long as the rest of the park remained off-leash, or that there was
not a high financial cost involved etc.); ‘impartial’ (where the respondent really did not mind
or not); and ‘not clear’, which was applied to responses were a position was not apparent
and/or hard to interpret.

Using this filter (and removing ‘no responses’), the majority of respondents to the survey
opposed the dog park in Fritsch Holzer Park (55.2%).

Position not
clear, 16.9%
Impartial,
2.3%
Conditional
support,
6.4%
Oppose,
55.2%
Support,
19.3%
Figure 6: Position of support for the dog park pilot in Fritsch Holzer Park (n=533 responses)
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Table 5: Level of support for dog park pilot

Filter code applied to
verbatim comments
Oppose
Support
Conditional
Impartial
Not clear
No response
Total

Number of
respondents

Percent of total
respondents

294
103
34
12
90
66
599

49.1%
17.2%
5.7%
2%
15%
11%
100

Percent people
that provided a
comment
55.2%
19.3%
6.4%
2.3%
16.9%
533

b) Main themes from the verbatim comments about the proposed dog park
Verbatim comments to this question underwent a process of manual coding. This process
involved developing the coding frame from a sample of verbatim comments and then
applying this to the full dataset. The coding frame was flexible to allow for additional codes to
be applied throughout the coding process.

Table 6 shows the main 10 themes within the verbatim comments. The full list can be found
in Appendix 1. Over a quarter of people (27.0%) expressed the view that there was no
identified need or issue that warranted the proposed dog park, the park was fine as it was,
and a fenced section was not wanted. Example comments include:
•

“I’m not sure why you would want to fence off this beautiful open park which is already off leash?
It seems strange to segment it.”

•

I don't see the need to create a special enclosed dog park area, when the park is currently
perfectly sufficient and really a very pleasant space for walking dogs (or walking without dogs).

•

“Strongly disagree with this proposal: it is a beautiful park as it is”

•

“I have lived in Munro Street for many years and regularly speak with other local residents. No
one I have spoken with has ever suggested any such development. The Park is fine as it is. To
describe what is proposed as a dog park pilot is an egregious example of Orwellian
“doublespeak”. Fritsch Holzer is already a dog park! The proposed fenced area is pointless,
particularly as the rest of the existing leash free area will remain…”

A further 23.5% expressed concerns about the financial cost of the dog park (12.0%), or
with the engagement process itself (11.5%). Example comments include:
•

“This proposal is a complete and utter waste of rate payer money. It is unnecessary as the park
is perfectly fine as it is. Please focus council funds on projects that are actually required...or
reduce rates.”
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•

“This is unnecessary as we already have an off leash park. I think it is a waste of money. This
would be better spent for an on lead park. The park as it stands is a very restful and open space
and does not require improvement.”

•

“Why isn’t there a question if we would like this project to proceed in the survey? You need to
add this question and then make the results of the survey public.”

•

“I note the lack of question on whether or not a fence is important or not, which I think is
disingenuous of the Council; you are seeking to add something of significant cost and for no
purpose, yet do not ask whether or not it is even wanted, or needed. I also note the deliberate use
of 'within dog park enclosure' in question 4 and 5, and take issue with the way in which this
question has been constructed; answers to this question will automatically be counted as 'also
wanting a fence', when this is not being asked at all…”

Table 6: Top 10 themes within verbatim comments regarding dog park pilot

Themes
The park functions fine as it is / no identified need /no identified
issues to warrant change/fenced section not wanted
Not a good use of money / too much money being spent / waste of
money
Issues/concerns with the engagement process
Fritsch Holzer park is unique and this would destroy the
uniqueness
Concern that the park will not remain off-leash / see it as inevitable
that it will become on-leash
Invest instead in waste bag dispensers and/or bins
Reference is made to the paved path proposal - cycling not
compatible with dog walkers
Invest instead in drinking fountains and dog bowls
The current open design encourages people to exercise (i.e. dogowners currently walk laps around the whole park whereas the new
fenced area will encourage more sedentary behaviour of dogowners with people be more likely to sit and watch their dog).
Will encourage anti-social behaviour of dogs (ie unable to
communicate naturally, unable to escape if confronted)
Will exclude other users of the park / park needs to accommodate
multi-use.
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number

% of
total

162

27.0%

72

12.0%

69

11.5%

60

10.0%

55

9.2%

54

9.0%

44

7.3%

34

5.7%

33

5.5%

32

5.3%

32

5.3%
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9. Do you have any other comments regarding the proposed shared pathway
through Fritsch Holzer Park commencing at Bowler St and connecting to
Harold St and the future connection from Bowler St to Rose St? (in line with
the 2008 Bicycle Strategy)
a) Position of support for shared pathway
Respondents were asked if they had any comments regarding the proposed shared pathway
through Fritsch Holzer and 458 verbatim comments were submitted (76.5% of all people that
took part in the survey).

As with the previous question, the open-ended/free text structure of this question allowed
people to express whether they opposed or supported the proposed shared pathway and a
filter was applied to the responses to capture people’s positions.

A clear position of support or of opposition was apparent in 363 of the responses, or 79.3%
of everyone that made a comment (322 very clear that they opposed the pathway and 41
very clear that they supported the pathway). Further responses were coded as ‘conditional’
in support (for example, they supported the idea as long as the path was not paved, or that it
was separated from the off-leash area); ‘impartial’ (where the respondent really did not mind
or not); and ‘not clear’, which was applied to responses were a position was not apparent
and/or hard to interpret.

Using this filter (and removing ‘no responses’), the majority of respondents to the survey
opposed the proposed shared pathway (70.3%).
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Impartial,
0.7%
Conditional
support,
8.3%

Position not
clear, 11.8%

Oppose,
70.3%

Support,
9.0%

Figure 7: Position of support for the proposed shared pathway (n=458 responses)
Table 7: Level of support for shared pathway

Filter code applied
to verbatim
comments
Oppose
Support
Conditional
Impartial
Not clear
No response
Total

Number of
respondents

Percent of total
respondents

Percent of valid
responses

322
41
38
3
54
141
599

53.8%
6.8%
6.3%
0.5%
9.0%
23.5%
100.0%

70.3%
9.0%
8.3%
0.7%
11.8%
458

b) Main themes from the verbatim comments about the proposed shared
pathway
As with the previous question, verbatim comments to this question underwent a process of
manual coding. This process involved developing the coding frame from a sample of
verbatim comments and then applying this to the full dataset. The coding frame was flexible
to allow for additional codes to be applied throughout the coding process.

Table 8 shows the main 10 themes within the verbatim comments. The full list can be found
in Appendix 1. Four in 10 respondents (39.7%) expressed concerns about safety - including
the mix of bikes and off-leash dogs and paved pathways encouraging speeding. Example
comments include:
•

“Given the large number of dogs that are walked off-lead here on a daily basis, the inclusion of a
shared pathway, seems incredibly dangerous, both for the dogs, their owners (particularly the
large number of small children who walk them) and the bike riders.”
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•

“Bicycles and people walking don't mix. I am a cyclist and I know that one of the biggest dangers
to a cyclist are people with dogs. I would hate to see paved paths in our beautiful natural park.”

•

“We are not in favour of a paved pathway. We will feel this will encourage fast riding, to the
detriment of walkers, runners, and dog owners. Fast riding is a safety issue, and means you
cannot relax if it is a thoroughfare.”

•

“My belief is that the proposed shared pathways will encourage cyclists to speed through the park
and will represent a safety hazard. Currently cyclists keep to appropriate speeds and take
account of other park users.”

People also felt that the proposed shared pathway would ruin the natural feel of the park.
Example comments include:
•

“We do not need concrete paths. This will destroy the natural beauty of the park. Existing gravel
pathways are perfectly fine to ride on. As a bike rider with children, they enjoy the paths as they
are.”

•

“I strongly oppose the concept of encouraging cycling in the park. The park is the only naturallooking space around the area. Interference with the current environment, with contemporary
paving to benefit cyclists, signage, and other trappings, turning the park into another playground
place, would be a kind of vandalism in my view. It is currently a place of serenity in a back-tonature sense; perfect for native birds, dogs, their humans, and others, including myself, with
slowly decreasing mobility. It is a place where I love to spend time and hope that will not change. I
used to spend time walking the Anniversary Trail from Deepdene years ago, but stopped doing so
when it was upgraded to pedestrian cyclist share. I will be gutted if it now transpires that the same
thing will happen to the beloved Fritsch Holzer.”

Table 8: Top 10 themes within verbatim comments regarding shared pathway

Themes

Number

Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix
Safety issues - paved paths will encourage speeding
It will ruin the natural feeling of the park
Love the gravel / Good for walking / running
Issues with the Engagement process
Agree to certain sections of path being paved (ie only southern
boundary)
Does not contribute to any greater bike network (piecemeal)
Bike commuting paths better located on adjacent roads
Increase traffic
Love the gravel - important to the natural feel of the park

168
70
42
34
31

% of
total
28.0%
11.7%
7.0%
5.7%
5.2%

24

4.0%

22
19
19
19

3.7%
3.2%
3.2%
3.2%
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10. Independent submissions and Change.org petition
In addition to the online survey responses, Council received 82 separate submissions, and a
Change.org petition2 set up in opposition to Councils proposal with a focus on the concrete
shared paths, gathered 180 signatures including 37 comments from people that had signed
it.

These comments have been combined and analysed using the same manual coding
process applied to the open-ended questions from the online survey, including interpreting
the level of support for both the dog park and the shared pathway. Figure 8 and Figure 9
display the level of support from these verbatim submissions/comments.

Overall, almost three quarters (73.9%) of submissions opposed the proposed dog park and
82.4% opposed the proposed shared pathway. The main 10 themes within the verbatim
comments are presented below. The full list of themes can be seen in Appendix 1.

Similar to the online open-ended question regarding the proposed dog park, the main theme
from these submissions was that there is no identified need for a dog park at this location
and Fritsch Holzer park works fine as it is (44.5%). Almost four in 10 people raised concerns
with the engagement process itself (37.9%).

Not stated /
not clear,
16.0%
Impartial,
0.8%
Conditional,
1.7%
Support,
5.9%

Oppose,
73.9%

Figure 8: Position of support for the proposed dog park (n=119 responses)

Change.org is a petition website operated by for-profit Change.org, Inc., an American corporation. The website
serves to facilitate petitions by the general public and petitions are promoted to signatories of other similar
petitions.
2
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Not stated /
not clear,
13.4%

Impartial,
0.0%
Support,
0.0%

Oppose,
82.4%

Figure 9: Position of support for the proposed shared pathway (n=119 responses)
Table 9: Top 10 themes within verbatim comments from submissions and change.org petition comments

Themes
Fritsch Holzer park works fine as it is / no identified need /no identified issues
to warrant change
Issues with the engagement process
Fritsch Holzer park is unique - this would destroy the uniqueness
Invest instead in sports facilities in park (ie reinstall basketball court, exercise
equipment, fix soccer pitch etc.)
Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix
The current open design encourages people to exercise (i.e. dog-owners
currently walk laps around the whole park whereas the new fenced area will
encourage more sedentary behaviour of dog-owners with people be more
likely to sit and watch their dog).
Agree to certain sections of path being paved (ie only southern boundary)
Will encourage anti-social behaviour of dogs (ie unable to communicate
naturally, unable to escape
Concern that the park remains off-leash / see it as inevitable that it will
become on-leash
The proposed path will encourage/attract irresponsible dog-owners (drop and
leave, not watching dog etc.)
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Number Percent
53
44.5%
45
18
15

37.9%
15.1%
12.6%

14
13

11.8%
10.9%

12
12

10.1%
10.1%

10

8.4%

10

8.4%
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Appendix 1: Data tables
Q: How important to you are the following features in the proposed dog park?

Nature Play
Shelter/meeting place including seating and
picnic table
drink fountain with bottle refill and dog bowl
Open irrigated grassed areas for active play
within the dog park
Seating within the dog park enclosure

Not
Important
299

Impartial
166

Very
Important
123

No
response
11

Total

212

199

176

12

599

96

86

404

13

599

194

108

283

14

599

599

231

184

168

16

599

Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins

70

65

450

14

599

New shade trees

92

149

344

14

599

49.9%

27.7%

20.5%

1.8%

100.0%

Nature Play
Shelter/meeting place including seating and
picnic table
drink fountain with bottle refill and dog bowl
Open irrigated grassed areas for active play
within the dog park
Seating within the dog park enclosure

35.4%

33.2%

29.4%

2.0%

100.0%

16.0%

14.4%

67.4%

2.2%

100.0%

32.4%

18.0%

47.2%

2.3%

100.0%

38.6%

30.7%

28.0%

2.7%

100.0%

Dog waste bag dispensers, rubbish bins

11.7%

10.9%

75.1%

2.3%

100.0%

New shade trees

15.4%

24.9%

57.4%

2.3%

100.0%

Q: Do you have any other comments regarding the proposed dog park pilot in Fritsch
Holzer Park?
a) Main themes from the verbatim comments
Themes
The park functions fine as it is / no identified need /no identified issues to warrant
change/fenced section not wanted
Not a good use of money / too much money being spent / waste of money

number of
comments

% of
599
total

162

27.0%

72

12.0%

69

11.5%

Fritsch Holzer park is unique and this would destroy the uniqueness

60

10.0%

Concern that the park will not remain off-leash / see it as inevitable that it will become on-leash

55

9.2%

Invest instead in - waste bag dispensers and/or bins

54

9.0%

Issues/concerns with the engagement process

Reference made to the paved path proposal - cycling not compatible with dog walkers

44

7.3%

Invest instead in - drinking fountains and dog bowls
The current open design encourages people to exercise (i.e. dog-owners currently walk laps
around the whole park whereas the new fenced area will encourage more sedentary behaviour
of dog-owners with people be more likely to sit and watch their dog).
Will encourage anti-social behaviour of dogs (ie unable to communicate naturally, unable to
escape of confronted)
Will exclude other users of the park / park needs to accommodate multi-use

34

5.7%

33

5.5%

32

5.3%

32

5.3%

Support but very important that the rest of the park remains off leash

28

4.7%

Will encourage/attract irresponsible dog-owners (drop and leave, not watching dog etc.)

25

4.2%

Invest instead in - lighting

24

4.0%

Invest instead in - sports facilities in park (ie reinstall basketball court, exercise equipment, fix

23

3.8%
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soccer pitch etc.)
Invest instead in - other park facilities (ie shelters, seating, bbqs etc)

18

3.0%

Invest instead…OTHER

18

3.0%

No major roads nearby to justify need

18

3.0%

Will ruin the natural/open feel of the park

18

3.0%

Invest instead in - trees

17

2.8%

Support for ‘other’ reason

16

2.7%

Invest instead in - fixing drainage

14

2.3%

Design detail comment - gate

13

2.2%

Design detail comment - fence (all aspects ie height)

12

2.0%

Design detail comment - have separate areas for dog sizes (ie area only for small)

11

1.8%

Design detail comment - size of enclosure (ie too small)

11

1.8%

Will encourage vandalism (incl. graffiti)

11

1.8%

Invest Instead in - Local Laws Enforcement / Education / Patrols

11

1.8%

The park is already stimulating for dogs

11

1.8%

Traffic/parking issues

10

1.7%

Invest instead in - fencing around perimeter of park

8

1.3%

Proposed size of fenced area too small to accommodate all the dogs

7

1.2%

Ref to paved path - OTHER

7

1.2%

Invest instead in - in cleaning up rubbish (including food waste)

6

1.0%

Support - for children safety

6

1.0%

Support - people able to train their dogs

6

1.0%

Invest instead in - playground (including fencing the playground)

5

0.8%

There will be an increase in people visiting the park

4

0.7%

Invest instead in - educating park users about etiquette, reading dog behaviour etc.

3

0.5%

Identified problem of flooding

2

0.3%

Road Safety - external to park

1

0.2%

OTHER

58

9.7%

TOTAL

599

-*

Fritsch Holzer dog park pilot: survey results 2019
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Q: Do you have any other comments regarding the proposed shared pathway through
Fritsch Holzer Park commencing at Bowler St and connecting to Harold St and the
future connection from Bowler St to Rose St? (in line with the 2008 Bicycle Strategy)
a) Main themes from the verbatim comments

Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix

Number
of
comments
168

28.0%

Safety issues - paved paths will encourage speeding

70

11.7%

It will ruin the natural feeling of the park

42

7.0%

Love the gravel / Good for walking / running

34

5.7%

Issues with the Engagement process

31

5.2%

Agree to certain sections of path being paved (ie only southern boundary)

24

4.0%

Does not contribute to any greater bike network (piecemeal)

22

3.7%

Bike commuting paths better located on adjacent roads

19

3.2%

Increase traffic

19

3.2%

Themes - Shared pathway

% of
total

Love the gravel - important to the natural feel of the park

19

3.2%

Anticipated future litigation around accidents occurring

18

3.0%

Flooding problems if paved

18

3.0%

Concrete will make the park hotter for dogs and humans

17

2.8%

Need to retain natural parks due to increasing development/ the city needs less concrete

17

2.8%

Support - OTHER REASON

17

2.8%

Will lead to all park becoming on-leash

16

2.7%

Love the gravel - makes riders audible

15

2.5%

Waste of money (better spent elsewhere / higher priorities)

13

2.2%

2008 Boroondara Bicycle Strategy is out of date

12

2.0%

Separate the paths - one for bikes , one for walkers

12

2.0%

The bike path splits the park up

10

1.7%

Support proposal - and make park on-lead for safety

8

1.3%

OTHER

29

4.8%

Total

599

-*

Fritsch Holzer dog park pilot: survey results 2019
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Coded responses from Independent submissions and Change.org petition
Number

Percent

53

44.5%

45

37.9%

18

15.1%

15

12.6%

14

11.8%

13

10.9%

12

10.1%

12

10.1%

10

8.4%

10

8.4%

9

7.6%

Invest instead in fixing drainage

9

7.6%

It will ruin the natural feeling of the park

9

7.6%

Invest instead in in lighting

8

6.7%

Retain status quo - will ruin the ‘natural’ feel of the park

8

6.7%

does not contribute to any greater bike network (piecemeal)

7

5.9%

The dog park will exclude other users of the park / park needs to accommodate multi-use

7

5.9%

Need to retain natural parks due to increasing development/ the city needs less concrete

7

5.9%

Not a good use of money / too much money being spent / waste of money

7

5.9%

Safety issues - paved paths will encourage speeding

6

5.0%

Love the gravel / Gravel more aesthetic (feel, sound, look etc.)

5

4.2%

Retain status quo - no major roads or identified need

5

4.2%

Support - but very important that the rest of the park remains off leash

1

0.8%

The bike path splits the park up

1

0.8%

10

8.4%

Themes
Fritsch Holzer park works fine as it is / no identified need /no identified issues to warrant
change
Issues with the engagement process
Fritsch Holzer park is unique - this would destroy the uniqueness
Invest instead in sports facilities in park (ie reinstall basketball court, exercise equipment, fix
soccer pitch etc.)
Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix
The current open design encourages people to exercise (i.e. dog-owners currently walk laps
around the whole park whereas the new fenced area will encourage more sedentary behaviour
of dog-owners with people be more likely to sit and watch their dog).
Agree to certain sections of path being paved (ie only southern boundary)
Will encourage anti-social behaviour of dogs (ie unable to communicate naturally, unable to
escape
Concern that the park remains off-leash / see it as inevitable that it will become on-leash
The proposed path will encourage/attract irresponsible dog-owners (drop and leave, not
watching dog etc.)
Design detail - fence (all aspects ie height)

OTHER

Fritsch Holzer dog park pilot: survey results 2019
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Attachment 3: Officer response to the top ten themes raised in relation to the
proposed DDP.
This section outlines the top ten themes raised by the community in relation to the
proposed dedicated dog park (DDP), and includes officers’ response to the issues
raised.
Theme 1. The park functions fine as it is / no identified need /no identified
issues to warrant change (27% of respondents support this theme).
Through our BCP consultation and other community feedback, Council identified an
interest in the development of DDPs in Boroondara where people can exercise and
train their dogs off-leash in a secure, fenced enclosure.
While there are many dog off-leash areas within Boroondara where people can walk
and exercise their dogs, there are no DDPs with supporting infrastructure specifically
designed to cater for dog walkers and their pets.
During Council’s BCP consultation, the community told us they wanted:
x a secure space for dogs to be let off-leash and to play free from other
recreational uses, such as sport and cycling
x a facility that will allow dogs to run free and to be trained to recall
x a secure environment for children and dog owners
While these issues were raised during the BCP consultation, the quantum of support
for a DDP in Boroondara was comparatively low (refer Section 2 above). On the
specific issue of the provision of DDPs, only 21 out of a total of almost 7,200
responses said ‘more fenced dog off lead areas are important’. Furthermore, the
BCP consultation did not specifically identify any community demand for a DDP at
FHP or any other specific location in Boroondara.
The recent survey responses to this proposal indicate there is little support for a DDP
at FHP. This is evidenced by the high level of opposition (55.2%) to the proposal
versus the relatively low level of support (19.3%). It is important to note that 91% of
respondents to this question were users of the park. Of the remaining 9% of survey
respondents who do not use the park, 35% supported the proposal, versus 13% who
opposed it.
Nevertheless, the high survey response rate (599 respondents or 23%), the number
of written submissions received (82 separate submissions), and the on-line petition
with 180 signatures opposing the project, gives added weight to the degree of
community opposition to the proposal at this location.
Theme 2. Not a good use of money / too much money being spent / waste of
money (12% of respondents support this theme).
Council allocated $195,000 in the 2018-2019 budget for the implementation of the
DDP at FHP. Officers prepared the budget estimate based on discussions with other
municipal councils who delivered similar facilities across metropolitan Melbourne. A
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draft ‘opinion of cost’ was prepared by the independent consultants who prepared
the concept plan for FHP, and are consistent with the budget estimate. Ultimately,
the decision for Council is to determine whether the community benefit to be
delivered by such a proposal justifies the expense.
Theme 3. Issues/concerns with the engagement process (11.5% of
respondents support this theme).
The consultation strategy for this project was developed in consultation with
Council’s Communications Department and followed the guidelines outlined in
Council’s Community Engagement Policy 2015-2020.
Local residents and the broader community were given the opportunity to have their
say by completing a survey or providing a written response between 21January to 27
February 2019.
The consultation process involved:
x A letter delivered to approximately 2580 addresses within an approximately
500m radius of FHP.
x Posters, including a copy of the concept plans, were displayed around FHP to
inform park users of the proposal and to describe how residents can ‘have their
say’.
x Posters were also placed in all Council public libraries to inform the community
of the proposal.
x Project information was uploaded onto Boroondara’s public website, including a
concept plan showing the proposed facility, Frequently Asked Questions and an
on-line survey.
x Officers were available to discuss the proposal and respond to requests for
information.
x Direct email invitations were sent to Veterinarians and Dog Obedience
businesses within the City of Boroondara informing them of the proposal.
The key concerns relating to the engagement process are discussed below.
1. Why was FHP selected as the pilot park to develop a DDP?
The City of Boroondara has approximately 600 hectares of parks, gardens and
reserves. Approximately half of all parks and reserves across the municipality are
designated dog off-leash areas, with the remainder requiring dogs to be kept onleash whilst in the reserve.
To find a suitable location for the pilot dog park, an audit of existing dog off-leash
reserves in Boroondara was undertaken to assess them against defined criteria to
determine the suitability of each site for a new fenced dog park. This assessment
was informed by current research, benchmarking with other dog parks and industry
experts.
Dog park design criteria are presented in three categories:
x location and amenity
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x existing infrastructure
x sensitive interfaces
45 designated ‘off-leash’ parks and reserves were analysed through a high-level
desktop assessment, based upon references to aerial photography, Google maps
and Cadastral survey data. As a result of the detailed assessment, 15 sites were
shortlisted for more detailed analysis. Following field investigations, three sites were
selected as the most potentially suitable sites for the location of a new DDP. From
these, FHP was identified as the preferred site to pilot the development of a DDP.
2. Why has a concept design been prepared on which we are seeking
feedback, rather than the more general question being asked as to whether
the community wants to see a dog park in that location at all?
Officers took an ‘informing’ approach to the consultation process for the DDP
proposal. This meant we ‘informed’ the community of our intention to develop the
first DDP at FHP, and ‘consulted’ on the design elements of the concept plan.
This decision to ‘inform’ rather than ‘consult’ on the location was based on the:
x
x
x
x

comprehensive analysis undertaken to identify a suitable site
preparation of a specific concept plan for FHP
approved budget allocation for the delivery of the pilot project in 2018/2019
councillors’ interest and desire to deliver the first dog park this year

Preparing the concept plan was intended to confirm the site’s suitability to
accommodate the facility, and to provide as much information as we could to enable
people to provide informed comment on the proposal.
In response to community concerns about this approach during the consultation
period, we updated the consultation information to clarify we are interested in the
community’s views on both the design elements along with any other comments the
community may wish to make, including the location of the DDP. We also extended
the time for people to respond to the survey after updating the consultation material.
Although there was no specific question about whether the proposal was supported
at the preferred location, the free-form question allowed people to express whether
they opposed or supported the DDP at FHP, and responses were coded to capture
people’s position. Analysis of the feedback received shows that people did in fact
use the free form questions to advise of their opposition to the idea itself.
3. Why did we include the proposed shared paths in the dog park consultation
process?
The shared paths are recommendations from the Camberwell Access Plan and
Boroondara Bicycle Strategy and were being planned for construction commencing
later this year. Given the proximity to the dog park, feedback has been sought on
both elements through this consultation process.
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While there was a specific question on the shared paths on the survey and a specific
paragraph on the web page, officers acknowledge that the name of the proposal
used in the consultation material should have included reference to the shared path.
Despite this, the free text question allowed people to express whether they opposed
or supported the shared paths, and responses were coded to capture people’s
position. Again, people did use the free form question to communicate their
opposition to the shared paths.
4. Concern that the project is a ‘fait accompli’ and Council will just proceed
anyway, regardless of the feedback received.
The consultation process is a genuine effort by Council to seek feedback from the
community on the proposal. No decision has been made. The consultation
feedback will be presented to Council at a Special Services Committee meeting,
where the community will have an opportunity to make a submission to Council.
During the consultation process, officers updated the FAQs about the project on
Council’s website and have specifically noted that following feedback being received
and considered, officers will prepare a report for Council to consider and make a
decision on whether to proceed with the project or not.
Theme 4. FHP is unique and this would destroy the uniqueness (10% of
respondents support this theme).
The high level of interest in this project indicates that people are passionate about
the park and they care about this issue.
Specific features that the community value about the park include:
x

Natural (undeveloped) look and feel of the park

Care has been taken to respect the natural look and feel of the park with the concept
design by:
o locating the facility within an open area surrounded by informal
vegetated mounds
o locating the majority of the fencing within existing vegetated mounds
o designing the shelter to reflect the original design of the existing
shelters
o using natural materials where possible
o planting more trees and shrubs
Nevertheless, the introduction of a DDP to FHP is likely to impact the look and feel of
the park by:
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o introducing new service offerings in the form of the DDP (and shared
paths) and attracting more visitors to the park
o introducing more built elements (shelter, concrete paths, bins, seating
and fencing)
x

The look, feel, sound and unique quality of the gravel paths

Current proposal for concrete paths is inconsistent with this.
x

The absence of commuter cyclists and the perceived safety benefits

While we do not have many documented instances of injuries related to
pedestrian/cyclist/dog conflicts, officers acknowledge there may be be some impact
on user safety resulting from more people using the park more often.
x

The off-leash designation of the entire park

While there are no plans to change the designation of the FHP from its current offleash status to on-leash at this time, officers cannot guarantee a future Council won’t
consider amendments to the status of the reserve in future years.
x

The way it is working now (ie it functions well, so don’t change it)

Provision of a DDP is a new service offering for FHP and is likely to generate more
community use of the park by residents beyond the local catchment. This would
constitute some change in use and function.
x

The current mix of unstructured recreational uses, particularly walking,
meeting and socialising opportunities for both people and dogs.

There are no plans to change the current mix of unstructured activities.
Theme 5. Concern that the park will not remain off-leash / see it as inevitable
that it will become on-leash (9.2% of respondents support this theme).
While there are no plans to change the designation of the FHP from its current offleash status to on-leash at this time, officers cannot guarantee a future Council won’t
consider amendments to the status of the reserve in future years.
Theme 6. Invest instead in waste bag dispensers and/or bins (9% of
respondents support this theme).
Council does not currently provide waste bag dispensers in off or on-leash
designated reserves due to the ongoing maintenance costs to replenish them. While
there are no plans to change this position in existing parks, dog bag dispensers will
be provided at any new DDP’s.
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Theme 7. Reference is made to the paved path proposal - cycling not
compatible with dog walkers (7.3% of respondents support this theme).
Council has a total of 35km of formal shared paths across an array of major trails,
including the Gardiners Creek, Anniversary, Outer Circle, Main Yarra and Koonung
trails. A number of sections of these trails pass through dog off-leash parks.
Education and appropriate signage play an important role in order to minimise any
user conflicts on shared paths.
Everyone who uses a shared space is responsible for the safety of those around
them. Dog owners in a designated off-leash reserve need to have their dog under
effective control, bike riders need to travel at a speed and in a manner that enables
them to give way to people and/or animals, and pedestrians need to be mindful of
activities around them.
While we do not have many documented instances of injuries related to
pedestrian/cyclist/dog conflicts, officers acknowledge there may be be some impact
on user safety resulting from more people using the park more often.
Theme 8. Invest instead in drinking fountains and dog bowls (5.7% of
respondents support this theme).
Two drink fountains with dog bowls and a tap were part of the Dedicated Dog Park
proposal. If appropriately sited these facilities are supported.
Theme 9. The current open design encourages people to exercise (i.e. dogowners currently walk laps around the whole park whereas the new fenced
area will encourage more sedentary behaviour of dog-owners with people
being more likely to sit and watch their dog) (5.5% of respondents support this
theme).
The DDP is a new service offering for FHP. It does not preclude people from
continuing to use the park the way they have in the past. The location and design of
the DDP maintains the circulation paths, ensuring people can continue to walk laps
around the whole park.
Theme 10. Will encourage anti-social behaviour of dogs (ie unable to
communicate naturally, unable to escape if confronted) (5.3% of respondents
support this theme).
Industry research and case studies have produced a collection of ‘best practice’
design guidelines to address both the behaviour of dogs and their owners, so that
the optimal experience can be provided for both users, while ensuring minimal
conflict with other dogs, the local community and the surrounding environment.
The concept design has been prepared with reference to ‘best practice’ design
guidelines including:
x encouraging socialisation and exercise
x encouraging interaction between dogs and owners
x reducing conflict and behaviours of aggression
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x promoting responsible behaviour of the owner at the dog park
x ensuring minimal conflict with other park users
(Source: A guide to successful dog parks, Government of South Australia, 2013)
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Attachment 4: Officer response to the top ten themes raised in relation to the
proposed shared paths.
The following section outlines the top themes raised by the community in relation to
the proposed shared paths, and includes officers’ response to the issues raised.
Theme 1: Safety issues - dogs and bikes don’t mix. (28% of respondents
support this theme).
Commentary on this issue is already provided in Theme 7 under the DDP heading.
Theme 2: Safety issues - paved paths will encourage speeding (11.7% of
respondents support this theme).
As noted in the shared path Theme 7 discussion (below), commuter use of the
proposed shared paths in FHP (which is typically associated with faster cycling
speeds), is expected to be low due to the existing wide kerbside lanes for cyclists on
Camberwell and Burwood roads.
Technically speaking, gravel paths offer more friction or rolling resistance to bicycle
tyres due to their rough surface when compared with a relatively smooth asphalt or
concrete surface. It is acknowledged that sealed paths may encourage cyclists to
travel relatively faster given the smoother surface. However, there are a number of
other factors which affect cyclist speeds, including path alignment, gradient and
number of users etc. Should the proposal proceed, the paths will be designed to
meet best practice design standards for shared paths, including consideration of
cyclist speeds, path alignment, other users, blind spots and potential conflicts.
Theme 3: It will ruin the natural feeling of the park (7.0% of respondents
support this theme).
Commentary on this issue is already provided in Theme 4 under the DDP heading.
Theme 4: Love the gravel / Gravel more aesthetic (feel, sound, look etc.) (5.7%
of respondents support this theme).
The need for improved pedestrian access in FHP to Burke Road and Riversdale
Road in the Junction Precinct is included in the Camberwell Junction Access Plan
(2014).
Many people with disabilities undertake much of their travel either on foot, in
wheelchairs or on personal mobility devices (e.g. scooters) and so the development
of a network of adequate pedestrian paths is important for their mobility.
The provision of pedestrian paths that meet recommended dimensions, surface
requirements, and which are free of obstructions is important to ensure that they do
not represent a hazard for people, particularly those with mobility concerns.
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The park is also affected by adverse weather conditions as it forms a flood retarding
basin. In extreme weather events, the lower lying gravel paths may become
inundated which impacts accessibility for all users.
Despite the superior mobility and functional characteristics of sealed paths, there are
a number of unsealed or gravel paths through reserves in the municipality which
serve as local access paths. Consideration can be given to maintaining the existing
path surface, however this would not meet the more stringent design standards for
disability access
Theme 5: Issues with the Engagement process (5.2% of respondents support
this theme).
Commentary on this issue is already provided in Theme 3 under the Dedicated Dog
Park (DDP) heading.
Theme 6: Agree to certain sections of path being paved (ie only southern
boundary) (4% of respondents support this theme).
This theme relates to an alternative path alignment that has been suggested by
some community members starting at Bowler Street and continuing along the park’s
western and southern boundaries, ending at Rose Street.
It involves a mix of informal and gravel paths and is located between private property
fences and an embankment with trees and vegetation. This area is more secluded
from the park and provides little to no passive surveillance to path users. The section
is very narrow to accommodate a standard shared path width and there is no
opportunity for lighting of this path without significant loss of vegetation and potential
impact to private properties.
Even if the above mentioned site constraints could be resolved, this alignment would
only serve the link from Bowler Street to Rose Street and not cater for the connection
to Harold Street.
On this basis, the alternate alignment is not supported.
Theme 7: Does not contribute to any greater bike network (piecemeal) (3.7% of
respondents support this theme).
The shared paths are in line with recommendations in Council’s Bicycle Strategy to
connect Harold Street to Bowler Street, as well as providing a link to Rose Street.
With the use of the road network, the proposed shared path in FHP would form part
of an east-west route between Morang Reserve near Power Street and Prospect Hill
Road near Middlesex Road within the municipality.
Pedestrian and cyclist surveys were undertaken in FHP at Bowler Street on
Tuesday, 2 April 2019 and Saturday, 6 April 2019 for a 12 hour period between 7am
and 7pm. The results of the surveys indicated that a total of three and six cyclists
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used FHP as compared to 313 and 326 pedestrians on a Tuesday and Saturday
respectively. This indicates cyclist use of FHP is very low and predominant use is by
pedestrians. Regardless of the surface material, it is officer’s view that FHP is and
will continue to be primarily used for local access only (i.e. recreational use and not
commuter use).
The close proximity of Camberwell Road and Burwood Road to the park, which have
been treated with wide kerbside lanes for cyclists and provide direct access to the
CBD, reinforces the view that commuter use of the proposed shared paths in FHP is
expected to be low.
Theme 8: Bike commuting paths better located on adjacent roads (3.2% of
respondents support this theme).
Further to the response in Theme 7, the proposed shared paths do not form part of
the Principal Bicycle Network (PBN) or Strategic Cycling Corridor (SCC). They are
more likely to serve as local access links within the municipality with a focus on
recreational cycling.
The paths will provide improved connections from the local area to the Camberwell
Junction Shopping Precinct and the railway station.
Theme 9: Increase shared path traffic (3.2% of respondents support this
theme).
As indicated in Theme 7 above, given the close proximity of Camberwell Road and
Burwood Road to the park, which have been treated with wide kerbside lanes for
cyclists and provide direct access to the CBD, commuter use of the proposed shared
paths in Fritsch Holzer Park is expected to be low (ie local importance).
Recent survey data confirmed the low level of usage of the existing path network by
cyclists.
Theme 10: Love the gravel - important to the natural feel of the park (3.2% of
respondents support this theme).
Commentary on this issue is already provided in Theme 4 under the DDP heading.
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